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Abstract
Traceability is an important aspect in system development, since it helps to ensure that the
developed system fulfills all requirements and prevents failures. When developing safety-critical
systems, traceability is mandatory to demonstrate that the system is implemented correctly.
Unfortunately, establishment and maintenance of trace links are hard to achieve manually
in today’s complex systems. Tools and methods for automated trace link generation, which
have been proposed so far, have no broad adoption in industry and there is lack of evidence of
their effectiveness. To address these challenges we introduce a tool, which allows establishing
bi-directional traceability links between requirements and model-based designs using Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Our tool is an extension of the Siemens toolchain for Application Lifecycle
Management (ALM), systems engineering, and embedded software design. It creates trace links
between requirements written in natural language and CapitalTM software, AUTOSAR, SysML,
UML, or Arcadia models for system/software design. This paper describes the implemented
use-cases of tracing system/SW/HW requirements to system architecture models and provides
an overview of the tool architecture.
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1. Introduction
Modern Electrical/Electronical (E/E) systems are characterized by a huge growth in
complexity. One of the big challenges is to assure that all requirements are implemented
correctly in software, electrical, electronic, and network designs. Especially, when
developing safety-critical system, safety standards, e.g., ISO 26262 [1] in automotive, ISO
17894 [2] in marine, or ARP 4754/4761 [3] in avionics, demand a proof that the system
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Figure 1: Traceability information model showing traced artifacts.

is built correctly. Hence, it is required to show vertical traceability between (safety)
requirements, the system/software design, and the test cases.

Following the ISO 26262 guideline as well as established standards for the engineering of
automotive E/E systems such as ASPICE [4], functional/safety system requirements are
typically derived from either stakeholder/user requirements or safety goals and provide
the input to create a functional system design. In the next step, the functional system
architecture is defined in a model-based way, e.g., as an Internal Block Diagram in
SysML [5], as a function chain in Capella [6], or as a functional architecture in CapitalTM

Systems Architect [7]. Afterwards, the functional requirements are refined in a set of
technical (safety) requirements which are the basis to create a technical/physical system
architecture. The physical system architecture describes the technical components (HW
& SW) which realize the functional architecture. In a next design step, the technical
(safety) requirements are refined into a set of SW (safety) requirements and a set of HW
(safety) requirements which are the basis for the implementation of the E/E system by
a set of interconnected electronic control units (ECUs) which run a set of SW-based
functions.

In the automotive domain, the SW of an ECU is realized using the AUTOSAR
standard[8]. Hence, the HW & SW (safety) requirements can be linked to AUTOSAR
elements which realize these requirements. However, creating the necessary trace links is
cumbersome and in case of changes of either the requirements or the design, the links
must be adjusted accordingly. Since engineers fear to create wrong trace links which may
lead to confusion during the entire development, often no trace links are created at all.

We propose a tool for semi-automating the task of creating and maintaining trace links
between requirements and model-based design (see Figure 1). The tool is aligned with
the Siemens development flow for the design of E/E systems [7]. For our tool we use
a semantic web layer, which extends the definition of Siemens ontology libraries [9] for
Siemens tools with a traceability model between the different tools.

In this tool demo, we present a use-case, in which safety requirements are defined and



stored in the PolarionTM tool and the engineer is conducting the model-based design
of the E/E system in the CapitalTM software. The task of the engineer is to establish
trace links between safety requirements to the model-based designs to illustrate that the
safety features are implemented correctly. The proposed trace link recommender tool
suggests either trace links to a model element in the model-based design, or trace links to
a safety requirement in PolarionTM. In addition to the use-case, we provide an abstract
architecture of the tool with its underlying technologies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide a brief overview
of the foundations used for our tool. Section 3 describes the abstract architecture of our
tool. Afterwards, we present different use cases in which our tool automates the trace
link creation. At the end, we summarize the main results of the paper and provide an
outlook on future research work in Section 5.

2. Foundations
There are a number of approaches in the area of information retrieval which allow to
extract information from different sources. In ontology-based approaches, requirements
are extracted into a knowledge graph conformed to a predefined ontology. This extraction
happens with a high level of granularity, additional reasoners allow to identify broader
semantic meaning [10]. Finally, the rules over ontologies can be defined to automate
the trace link generation or the availability of training data to adapt models for domain
specific entity recognition [11]. As opposed to granular approaches, which assume easy
recognizable structure, there are vector space based approaches [12], which assume text
conversion into a vector space model, and application of a distance measure to calculate
the semantic similarity between artifacts. Despite fundamental problems with these
techniques, such as recognition of different words in the same contexts (synonymy) or
identification of the same word for multiple purposes (polysemy), vector space methods
show high applicability in practice.

Recent approaches for automated trace link generation are using machine learning
techniques [13, 14, 15, 16]. These techniques assume existence of predefined traces,
which are used as training data. A machine learning model learns from these data by
noticing the connection between artifacts and then proposes new traces. Machine learning
algorithms have big potential, since they can discover features which are not always
obvious to humans. The drawback is that machine learning techniques require large,
labeled datasets, which can hardly be shared outside of organizations. Additionally, there
is no guarantee that an algorithm trained on one dataset will perform well on another
dataset with the same structure.

Our goal is to propose a tool, which (1) allows to aggregate information from different
sources in a semantic data layer, and (2) allows to generate trace links based on vector-
based methods between the retrieved data.



Figure 2: Traceability recommender tool - architecture.

3. Architecture
The traceability recommender tool is an extension of existing Siemens tools and adds an
additional semantic data layer for data aggregation and communication of heterogeneous
sources (see Figure 2). This layer allows customizing traced artifacts for better data
organization by the definition of ontologies. Siemens is actively working on the Siemens
ontology database [9], which allows to unify product lifecycle management systems for
the creation of a digital twin over several domains.

The traceability recommender tool covers different modelling domains. The E/E
architecture is defined either in the tool CapitalTM Systems Architect or using SysML
or the Arcadia methodology. While the software system is defined using UML or
the AUTOSAR standard for embedded software in the automotive domain. For each
modelling domain there is a separate ontology. Traceability information are contained in
cross-domain ontologies. Additionally, ontologies and extractors for requirements defined
in the Polarion ISO 26262 templates [17] are created. These extractors preprocess and
label data. The preprocessing steps during extraction allow to add semantic context to
the textual information about requirements and elements from the model-based design.
Moreover, further ontologies can be added any time to extend the functionality of the
traceability recommender tool.

Based on the information gathered in the semantic data layer, the traceability rec-
ommender tool allows users to choose a model to represent requirements and elements
from model-based design into a common vector space, to compute their similarities, e.g.,
using the cosine similarity measure [18]. The most similar items are taken by the tool
as candidate trace elements and presented as recommendations to the user. One of the
possible semantic layers can be GraphDB [19], an RDF database for knowledge graphs.
In the next section, an example of the usage of the built-in semantic vector package [12]
will be shown.

4. Use-Case
In this section, we present two possible outputs of the traceability recommender tool.
Here, an exemplary functionality of a Seat Heater in a car is taken as a use case. It
consists of a set of requirements specified in textual form (requirement types are presented



Figure 3: Output example of the traceability recommender tool: list of requirements to trace for an
AUTOSAR element.

in Figure 1), a functional design, a physical design, and an AUTOSAR model. The
relevant information from all these artifacts is successfully extracted and preprocessed
into our semantic data layer.

In the first use case, the traceability recommender tool is used to find requirements
which are implemented by a specific element in the AUTOSAR model. Assuming that
an engineer is working on the AUTOSAR model and defined an element of the type
RPortPrototype, which is named pt_seatheaterMode. The traceability recommender
tool returns three SW requirements from the Polarion specification, which are related to
the RPortPrototype pt_seatheaterMode, as depicted in Figure 3. The first column of
the table contains the full path to the SW requirement in the semantic data layer. The
second column contains the id of the SW requirement in the Polarion project. The third
and the fourth columns represent the title and the description of the requirement. Finally,
the fifth column contains the similarity score, which tells how similar is the provided
element in the model-based design to the suggested requirement. The information in
the table can now be used by the engineer to create trace links between the suggested
requirements and the AUTOSAR element. Hence, consistency and completeness in the
mapping of the HW & SW (safety) requirements to AUTOSAR elements, which realize
these requirements, can be achieved.

In a second use case, the engineer wants to verify that all safety requirements from a
given specification are addressed in the model-based design. In this scenario, our tool
recommends trace links for a specific SW requirement to the elements in which implement
the requirement the AUTOSAR model. For instance, for the requirement with the
title: "Activate seat heater degraded mode" and the description: "When the seat heater is
powered, the seat heater supervisor shall activate the seat heater Degraded Mode (via power
cutoff) if any failure is detected continuously for 200ms." the traceability recommender tool
suggests trace links to the ports, which include such words as mode, cutoff, temperature.
These words are either exisiting in the requirement name or description or have a similar
meaning. Moreover, our tool suggests trace links to software component types, which
are either connected with the mentioned ports or have similar words in their description.
Some of the recommended AUTOSAR elements for which a trace link should be created



Figure 4: Output example of the traceability recommender tool: list of AUTOSAR elements to trace
for an SW requirement.

are depicted in Figure 4. Based on this information the engineer can create trace links
between the requirement and the suggested AUTOSAR elements. Especially, when the
requirements of the AUTOSAR model are modified, the recommender tool helps engineers
to detect inconsistencies and eases the adaptation of the trace links to the performed
changes.

5. Conclusion and Further Research
Ensuring that all requirements are implemented correctly, is a major challenge in the
development of modern E/E systems. Establishing and maintaining trace links between
requirements and the model-based design are hard to achieve manually due to the
increasing system complexity. In this paper, we introduce an AI-based recommender tool.
This tool extends the Siemens toolchain for the development of automotive E/E systems
and supports engineers to create bi-directional trace links between requirements written
in natural language and CapitalTM software, AUTOSAR, SysML, UML, or Arcadia
models for the system/software design.

As next steps, we will generalize the existing approach, since the development of the
recommender is performed on specific datasets. Moreover, we plan sophisticated empirical
studies on the datasets and developed similarity algorithms. To increase support for the
engineers, we will incorporate reinforcement learning approaches in the recommender
tool. Hence, the recommender can self-improve based on confirmed generated traces.
Moreover, we plan to implement data obfuscation methods in the data extraction process,
since it is often not possible to share data between different companies.
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